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Bipolar Disorder Social Issues Firsthand
Niall O’Keeffe is one of 45,000 Irish people living with bipolar disorder. “Bipolar disorder, or manic depression as it used to be known, can
affect you in two ways,” he says. “Firstly, you can ...
Living with bipolar disorder: ‘It is important for people to know that it is possible to have a mostly stable, happy life with this diagnosis’
Thirty three new genetic variants which play a role in bipolar disorder have been discovered by Danish psychiatry research-project iPSYCH
researchers. A number of scientific working groups are ...
Genetic Risk Factors Behind Bipolar Disorder Discovered
Levels of sociability are continuously distributed in the general population, and decreased sociability represents an early manifestation of
several brain disorders. Here, we investigated the genetic ...
Genetic underpinnings of sociability in the general population
The identification of factors that prevent self-stigma and on the other hand promote stigma resistance are of importance in the long-term
management of bipolar disorder. Accordingly, the aim of the ...
Resilience Predicts Self-Stigma and Stigma Resistance in Stabilized Patients With Bipolar I Disorder
Neural stem cells in the human subependymal zone (SEZ) generate neuronal progenitor cells that can differentiate and integrate as inhibitory
interneurons into cortical and subcortical brain regions; ...
Reduced adult neurogenesis is associated with increased macrophages in the subependymal zone in schizophrenia
Almost half of the parents who have children together with a parent with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, are themselves burdened by
psychological issues ... in relation to social status ...
Partners to people with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder also meet diagnostic criteria for mental disorder
Almost half of the parents who have children together with a parent with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, are themselves burdened by
psychological issues ... in relation to social status ...
Partners of people with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder have often a mental disorder
In the control group, it was only one percent." Already at increased risk Children born to parents with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder have
an increased risk of themselves developing mental ...
People Often Choose Partners Similar In Social Status - That May Also Be True For Schizophrenia
"Bright and beautiful" Catherine Hennelly, 42, had sought help for bipolar disorder and "tried very hard to get better" before she died by
suicide, her sister says ...
'Beautiful' mum took her own life after questioning ability to be parent, inquest told
Researchers from the Danish psychiatry research-project iPSYCH have contributed to identify 33 new genetic variants which, as it turns out,
play a ...
Additional genetic risk variants behind bipolar disorder have emerged
But within all that complex wiring, sometimes things go wrong, leading to mental health disorders ... in social, work, school or other settings.
Symptoms that don’t fit a diagnosis of bipolar ...
What Is Cyclothymia?
Many tend to confuse stress with anxiety disorders, but they are not the same. Stress is temporary, but anxiety disorders are ongoing and
may require treatment. Re-entry anxiety describes the fear ...
Psychology Today
In 2019, champion weightlifter Katherine Nye was diagnosed with bipolar II disorder. Nye opens up about her mental health and why her
diagnosis changed her life for the better, especially as she ...
Olympic weightlifter Katherine Nye on how her bipolar II diagnosis changed her life
Dennis Ombachi said he struggled with depression and would even disappear from social media. His coaches and teammates never knew
the pain he was going through.
Rugby Star Dennis Ombachi Discloses He’s Bipolar, Narrates Pain It’s Caused Him, Family
In a global collaborative investigation, researchers at Neuroscience Research Australia (NeuRA) and over 200 other institutions around the
world ...
World’s largest bipolar Genomics study provides New insights into biological causes of disorder
He is uniquely situated to study this topic, having been deployed to Iraq himself from March 2003 to July 2004, resulting in firsthand
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experience with ... Institute’s Poitras Center for Psychiatric ...
Investigating the embattled brain
Bright light therapy is used to phase-delayed sleep, improve alertness levels, provide an uplift in mood and restore functioning and social ...
depression and bipolar I or II disorders who ...
Bright light therapy efficacious for treating bipolar depression
Halsey has issued an apology after she came under fire for posting a picture of herself on social media that many ... as well as her diagnosis
of bipolar disorder. While gracing the cover of ...
Halsey issues apology after posting eating disorder pic without 'sufficient' warning
It read: The International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM) announced the release of their Personality Disorders
Standard Set today. Leading mental health researchers ...
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